
Approved Minutes :Thursday March 26, 2020 8pm.     Phone meeting 

Attendance: Bud Rimbault, Mo Abdelaal, Stephanie Crofton, Corrina Weinkofsky, Matt Garifo, 

Kip Hein, Ed Miller, Jack Foley, Gavin Formon, Pat Kerrigan  

Bud had a conference call with larger LCS’s. Keep each other up to date, and in the loop with 

USA-S information coming out  

No NJ Short Course JO’s, put that information out to the athletes 

What can we do with the summer schedule? The thought is probably beginning of June to get 

back in the pools.  

YMCA canceled LC Nationals just now. Info from Ed Miller 

YMCA and public universities will not be opening any time soon 

Discussion…Anything scheduled for April and May should be canceled  

Discussion…What do we do for June and July? 

 Matt Garifo thinks we should forgo all summer meets 

Mo thinks that is absurd, it is too early to make that decision. Things can change in 2 

months.  

 Bud keep meets on schedule for June and July but we are not making any guarantees 

 Mo wants to stay on the same schedule as USA-S, they canceled until April 30th,  

 If a coach is furloughed, then that team has no registered USA coach, so no registered  

 team with USA-S, can’t do meet entries 

Mo, idea to hold a short course meet in mid-August when the kids are in shape and 

rested. It would give kids a chance to swim fast SC they missed 

Bud: do we need financial compensation for BAC and SAC for money they spent getting ready 

to host JO and Senior Champs? All agreed yes. Ed Miller suggested they show receipts as to 

what was spent.  

Bud: what about financial assistance to teams for hardship they are incurring. Mo asked do we 

support clubs or coaches? Gulf LSC giving back $15 per registered athlete. Other LCS offering 

0% loans.  

Survey went out to clubs this afternoon (6:45pm). Bud will share results.  

Schedule another meeting on Tuesday at 1pm. Mo will put it on Zoom  

Adjourned 8:55pm 


